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Texas hunters don’t need to trek to the Mountain West to find trophy-sized mule deer. West Texas
can grow them just fine.

W

ith the rise in land fragmentation across the state, it
has become increasingly
important to understand the activities
that minimize developmental impacts
and keep lands intact. While it is accepted
that hunting is an important economic
driver for West Texas landowners, it
can be difficult to capture the actual
economic value in different areas.
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We investigated the economic potential
for hunting native big game species for
10 counties in West Texas—Brewster,
Culberson, El Paso, Hudspeth, Jeff Davis,
Pecos, Presidio, Reeves, Terrell, and Val
Verde. Specifically, we estimated potential hunting income of four principal big game species—pronghorn,
white-tailed deer, mule deer, and desert
bighorn sheep.

Each of these species are routinely
surveyed by Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department (TPWD) biologists and
managed within species-specific management units. For mule deer, white-tailed
deer, and pronghorn, we applied a
sustainable harvest rate of mature bucks
to the long-term average population
for each management unit. For desert
bighorn sheep, actual ram permit issuance through time was used to provide
harvest potential for each occupied
mountain range.
We estimated potential hunting income
for each species across all management
units in the Trans-Pecos based on income
estimates from expert opinion (TPWD
biologists). We then incorporated the
data into spatial layers in a GIS database
and excluded state and national parks, as
hunting is not allowed at those locations.
We then created a cumulative map
that represents total estimated hunting
income (the sum of all four species).
Total estimated hunting income ranged
from $0.24 to $16.17 per acre with highest
incomes coming from Pecos, Terrell, and
Val Verde counties. Most of the areas that
had the highest potential income per acre
were in the eastern portion of the Trans-
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Potential annual income per acre for the four native ungulate species across the Trans-Pecos region.

Pecos and were a direct result of whitetailed deer.
It is no coincidence that these regions
also receive the highest precipitation
amounts in the Trans-Pecos and have
the highest forage production. There was
a noticeable decline across the potential
income map that demonstrates that
economic potential is directly related to
precipitation levels.
It is noticeable in the map that the
major mountain ranges across the
Trans-Pecos also had moderate income
potential. The mountain ranges also have
higher precipitation levels compared
with lowlands and often provide habitat

for two of the profiled big game species,
thus maximizing potential income. As
with precipitation amounts, the farther
west you go, the less potential income
you can generate.
Based on our model, every location in
the Trans-Pecos has economic potential
from hunting, even if that amount is as
low as $0.24 per acre. The monetization of
wildlife can sometimes invoke concerns of
ignoring intrinsic values of wildlife, their
role in ecosystem function, or the value of
nongame species. However, hunting income
is a major economic driver for TransPecos landowners that can be utilized for
managing habitat improvements to benefit
all wildlife species.
Regardless if a landowner wishes to
derive income from hunting, grazing,
or a combination of both, in this area
of the state it is vital that the managed

The big game animal in Far West Texas that likely provides the most potential economic return to
landowners is a trophy desert bighorn ram.

Of the big game species that populate West Texas, the pronghorn is perhaps the most unique. Is it
an antelope or a goat? It’s a species unto itself.

tracts of land stay large. This is a direct
function of rangeland productivity, and
more importantly, precipitation levels.
Results from this research can be used as
a spatially explicit model to help plan for
the development and management of the
Far West Texas region.
Lastly, it should be noted that smaller
acreages do not typically have the capacity to produce significant revenue from
hunting or ranching income. When
coupled with the other values that large
working lands provide to society—clean
air, water, dark skies, biodiversity—it has
never been more important to work with
landowner partners to ensure sustainability
and minimize land fragmentation.
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